Methods for complete calculation of cosmological baryon-number generation in the hot big-bang early universe are outlined and are applied to several SU (5) 
for the observed ratio of baryon number density to photon number density, ne/n&=10 ', a. net baryon number must subsequently have been generated. This requires, in addition to B nonconservation, the violation of C and CP (and hence T) invariance, along with departures from thermal equilibrium. " This Letter outlines the complete calculation of ns/n & generation in specific grand unified models in the context of the standard hot big-bang model of the early universe. The method we present allows for the exact treatment of an arbitrary number of superheavy bosons as well as the presence of nonthermalizing modes. '
We summarize results for several realistic SU(5) We denote heavy bosons generically by y and light fermions by a, b, .... The number density n; of a particle~, and that of its antiparticle n; are parametrized by i, -= (n; +n;)/n & and i = (n, -n-, )/n&. The time development of these quantities is described by a set of coupled Boltzmann transport equations. For the heavy bosons these are'4
where dots denote time derivatives and the expansion of the universe is accounted for through division by n& in the definitions of i, . The first terms on the right-hand side of Etls. (la) and (lb) correspond to free decays of y and y with partial rates ( I'(X-ab)) averaged over the decaying X energy spectrum. The second terms account for back reactions in which the g decay products interact to produce y. The equilibrium number density X, '~i s obtained by integrating the exp(-E "/T) equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann phase -space density. In equilibrium, g, = X, ' and X, =0; the expansion of the universe produces deviations from equilibrium at temperatures T-m ".
The densities of fermion species develop according to j = P &r(x-ab))(Nf),~f (x+ - 
where (Nt)"denotes the number of particles of type f in the state ab. R(X-ab) denotes the difference in branching ratios between the &I' conjugate decays p-ab and X-ab divided by the full rate for y decay; it vanishes if CP is conserved. The first part of the first term on the right-hand side of Etl. (2) therefore represents the production of an asymmetry in fermion number density as a result of t-"P-non- The number of independent particle densities to be treated in Eqs. (1) and (2) For model II the final baryon number density as a function of ms /m" is shown in Fig. 2 (5) 
